
THE AREA OF A NONPARAMETRIC SURFACE1

HERBERT FEDERER

1. Introduction. Consider a continuous real-valued function / on

Euclidean «-space, En, and the associated map

/: E» -* En+i,       f(x) = (xi, • • • , xn, f(x)) for x G En.

It will be proved that for each finitely, rectilinearly triangulable subset

W of En the n dimensional Lebesgue area of f\ W equals the « dimen-

sional Hausdorff measure off(W), and that if this measure is finite then

f( W) is Hausdorff « rectifiable.
For the special case « = 2 these results were obtained in [Fl].

The following notation will be used:

£m = m dimensional Lebesgue measure over Em.

K(x, r) =Emr\{y: \y — x\ <r] for xEEm, r>0.

a(m) —£m[K(x, 1)] for xEEm.

C(x, r) =Emr\{y: \y — x\ Sr) for xGPm, r>0.

Lm = m dimensional Lebesgue area.

<Stm = k dimensional integralgeometric measure over Em.

3£n = k dimensional Hausdorff measure over Em.

For XQEm, ypm(X) =the infimum of the sums

£ a(k)2~k (diam S)k
SdF

corresponding to all countable coverings P of X.

The terminology adopted here is consistent with [Fl] and [F3],

where detailed information concerning the basic concepts may be

found.

2. A covering theorem. Solving a problem posed by Wendell H.

Fleming, William Gustin [G] recently proved:

There is a number Cn such that

C\X) Ú CJCr^Bdry X)

for every bounded open subset X of E„.

We include here a short variant of Gustin's argument, partly be-

cause the following lemma is useful also for other purposes.

Lemma. // A and B are compact subsets of En such that AVJB is a

convex set with diameter h, then
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£n(A)   £n(B) 3C"   (A r\ B)
-g a(n\ -_ .

5- on 5n_1

Proof of the Lemma. Assume 5 = 1, let a and b be the character-

istic functions of A and B, and whenever O^zCEn let pz be the

orthogonal projection mapping En onto the subspace perpendicular

to z. By Fubini's theorem

£n(A)-£n(B) =  C     I    a(x)b(y)d£nyd£nx

=   I a(x)b(x + z)d£nzd£nx
J En J En

=   I       £n({x: x G A and x + z C B))d£nz

^   f      X^l^U H £)]¿£nz ̂  a(n)3C~l(A í\ B),
J l«lsi

because every segment joining xG^4 to x+zCB meets ^4^5.

Proof of the covering theorem. Each xCX is the center of a

spherical ball C(x, r) with

£n[C(x,r)r\X] _   1

«(«)/■" 2

in fact this ratio depends continuously on r>0, equals 1 for small r,

and approaches 0 as r approaches °o. From [M, Theorem 3.5] one

obtains a sequence of such balls C(x,-, r¿) which are disjoint and for

which

00

XCU C(xí, 5n).
i-l

Applying the lemma with

A = C(x{, n) H Clos X   and    B = C(x¿, r<) - X

one finds that

Va(n)-\2 3C" ̂ Cfo, r<) O Bdry Z]

L 2»+[J (2r,)«-1

for each ¿, hence
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- 5»-12B+8a(» - 1)     „_i
£ a(n - l)(5n)»-i g--\- 3Cn   (Bdry X).
i=i a(n)

3. Density ratios. Let Y = range/. It will be shown that

¿.[FH K(p, r)\ g C,2'W'C[^í(í, 5r)]

whenever pEEn and r>0. Obviously (see [Fl, 10.3] or [F2, 4.1])

Mm K(p, r)} Í 2"/2+1 -^- rt"'[% r)]).
a(« — 1)

Choose a finitely, rectilinearly triangulable set Q for which

f-'[K(p,±r)]EQEf-l[K(p,5r)},

assume Q is nonempty, hence ~f~l[K(p, 5r)] — Q is nonempty, and

infer from [T, 3.8, 3.10] that

Ln(f\ Q) = $l+i[f(Q)] < ClFHiíí, 5r)].

Use [T, 3.8] and [F3, 6.18] to secure a continuously differentiable

real-valued function g, with the associated map

f : Pn —> P»+i,       g(x) = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn, g(x))       forx G E„,

such that
]-x[K(p, r)} C rl[K(p, 2r)],

g->[K(p,3r)}E]-l[K(p,±r)],

s£+i[g(Q)] = Ln(g\Q) < Ci[Fr\ K(p, 5r)].

For 2r<t<3r the preceding covering theorem implies

C*(T l*(¿> 0]) ̂  iC'tf*: | f(*) - i|   < <})

^ CsfeT^I«: |K*) -i| = ¿})

á Cj£.\\i(Q) n {y: |y-i|  = t}].

From the Eilenberg inequality ([E] or [F2, 3.2]) one obtains

rÚrY'iKiP, r)]) ÛCnf 3r3C-l[g(Q) r\{y:\y-p\   = t}]dt
J 2r

2a(« - 1)     „   r
= Cn --—— 3Cn+i[g(Q)],

a(n)

whence the initial assertion follows.
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For 3C"+1 almost all pin Y it is known from [Fl, 10.1 ]2 that

lim sup a(n)r~nfnn+i[Y Pi K(p, r)] ^ 2~",
r-*+

and one may now conclude that

lim sup a(«)s~"Fnn+i[Fn K(p, s)] ^ 5_nCn_12_3"/2_2.
s->0+

4. Area, measure and rectifiability. The preceding result implies in

conjunction with [Fl, 3.1] that

3cl+i(S) ̂  5nC„23"/2 +Vn+i(S)        for S C Y;

in case ^+i(S) < °o it follows from the structure theorems [Fl, 9.6,

9.7] that 5 is 3C"+i rectifiable and

K-n+i(S) = 5:n+i(o').

Moreover [T, 3.8] shows that

LnQ\W) =Znn+itf(W)]

whenever W is a finitely, rectilinearly triangulable subset of En.
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2 The proof of this lemma should be corrected as follows: On line 4 replace "5/5"

by "5." Replace lines 10 to 17 by "For each SC F we choose a point x(S) C BfSs.

Since <£(X) =<t>{X) whenever XC.En and diam X<é, we have 4>(B) á ZUer <t>(Br\S)

= 2Zs€F4>(Br\S)è2ZszF>t'(Bnc[x(S), diam 5]) áZs^Xx^C^S), diam S])
= X2*£,sef x^(5) S (\2kyl2<t>(B)." A similar correction is required in the proof of [Fl,

3.6].


